GRADIAN CCV

USING THE BATTERIES

The Gradian CCV has both internal and external battery backups. To ensure maximum backup charge, the external battery should only be used during a prolonged mains outage or during inter-facility transport.

While mains power is available:
Keep the external battery disconnected from the CCV

If mains power is lost:
Connect the external battery to the CCV

When mains power returns:
Disconnect the external battery from the CCV
GRADIAN CCV

CHARGING THE BATTERIES

The Gradian CCV has internal and external battery backups. Both should always be left on charge—even when not in use—to ensure that maximum backup is available if needed.

Ensure that at all times:

- The CCV is connected to the power extender
- The external battery is connected to the power extender
- The power extender is connected to mains

For more details, see: https://youtu.be/wuoAzvAWYV0